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Traegonia the Ember Rune
Traegonia the Ember Rune, continues the adventures of a young boy and a community of,
mystical creatures of the forest known as, Traegons. These sixteen inch tall forest dwelling
creatures, that resemble a cross between a troll and a wingless dragon, are wise and inquisitive.
Although, they may appear scary at first they are actually quite kind and civilized. When Dino is
faced with leaving, Karia and Juna, his two young Traegon friends behind when his parents
decide to go on vacation, he decides to smuggle them on board a plane to California. His family
vacation turns into an adventure of a lifetime when they meet two young girls and a bold and a
bit wild young Traegon named Fletch. This Northern California Mountain holds danger, mystery
and a path of learning for each of these new friends. Faced with forces of nature, a rogue
cougar and the evolution of their own journeys, the group of unlikely friends must believe in
themselves and each other to uncover the meaning of the Ember Rune and get off the mountain
safely. New friendships are made, old ones revealed and a new community of Traegons is
introduced. Join Dino, Karia and Juna on this second exciting adventure and decide for
yourself…. Do they exist?
Traegonia the Ember Rune is an adventure filled fantasy that exists within our own reality, and
containing the message of friendship, environmental conservation and believing in oneself. It is
a story , a journey to knowing and understanding one’s own power and the strength of many
coming together for the good of the whole. This book is intended to be entertaining, educational,
and empowers readers of all ages to fully engage with the elements of all life around them. The
Ember Rune is the second book in this middle grade, fantasy adventure series.
Traegonia the Sunbow Prophecy is available for sale online at OutskirtsPress.com,
Amazon.com, Barnes and Noble as well as other retail channels. Ask for it at you local
independent book store or Large local chains.
About the Author/Illustrator
Kim Krueger is a writer, businesswoman, Reiki practitioner and mother of three. She was
inspired to write the series after seeing the sculptures created by Dino C. Crisanti. Dino is the
illustrator and sculptor of the Traegon characters. He is an animator, toy designer and father of
four. They both hope to inspire others to follow their dreams and always believe.
ISBN 978-1-4327-7604-6 (sc)
ISBN 978-1-4327-7718-0 (hc)
To arrange a book signing, school/library visit or interview, contact Kim Krueger at 815-919-0053
or traegonia@yahoo.com.

